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ABSTRACT 
 
Concept maps, f irst suggested by Joseph Novak, have been extensively studied in 
the education field as an aid for learners to increase understanding.   We 
hypothesize that concept maps could be helpful summaries for large documents 
(like ETDs), including those in other languages, since they contain the most 
important concepts, which can be translated eas ily, without regard to creating 
natural flowing text (e.g., abstracts). They also show relations between concepts, 
which keyword lists cannot.  Hence we believe concept maps could allow 
researchers to discover pertinent dissertations in languages they cannot read, 
helping them to decide if they want a potentially relevant dissertation translated. 

We are evaluating concept maps as summaries for electronic dissertations, 
comparing them with abstracts and keywords.  We have conducted two user 
studies, one with expert-drawn concept maps and the other  with automatically 
generated concept maps, and plan more user studies. We will evaluate both 
expert-drawn concept maps and ones automatically generated using term co-
occurrence, for both English and Spanish dissertations.  To translate the concept 
maps, we will compare specialized bilingual phrase extraction tools based on work 
done at the Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED) in Madrid to 
expert human translations. The concept maps will be evaluated against machine 
and expert translations of abstracts and/or keywords.  Our test collection has 
approximately 50 computer science ETDs f rom Virginia Tech and 100 from 
Universidad de las Américas, in Puebla, Mexico.   

 
1. INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT MAP 
 
Since the 1980’s researchers in the education field have studied concept maps as a means to 
facilitate the quick and effective learning of concepts (Coffey et al., 2003).  Concepts are 
defined as “perceived regularities in events or objects, or records of events of objects, 
designated by a label” (Novak, 1998).  Concept maps (Novak & Gowin, 1984) can be defined 
as “graphical representations of  knowledge that are comprised of concepts and the 
relationships between them”.  They consist of labeled nodes and links and are regarded as 
useful pedagogical tools.  As envisaged by Novak, in a concept map concepts are presented 
in an hierarchical fashion with the most general concepts at the top, and with more specific, 
less general concepts a rranged below.  Figure 1 below illustrates this approach to concept 
maps, and introduces many of the key themes discussed in the remainder of this document. 
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Figure 1: Example Concept Map 

 
There has been much research on how concept maps allow students to acquire 

knowledge more quickly than traditional teaching techniques (McNaught & Kennedy, 1997).  
However, there has been limited research on using concept maps as summaries for a paper 
or group of papers.  Currently the two most common summaries of research papers are 
abstracts and keyword lists.  Keyword lists are inadequate because they cannot show 
relationships between sets of keywords.  Suppose a researcher is  looking for a document 
where topic A relates to topic B with relationship C.  The appearance o f A and B in the keyword 
list does not necessarily mean that the document is relevant to the researcher.  Further, the 
problems with using abstracts as the primary summarization of a document are myriad (Levin 
& Redell, 1983).  Writing good abstracts is  difficult, and often the abstract mentions some 
topics which are only briefly discussed in the paper, and omits other topics which make up 
large sections of  the paper.  Many researchers, while technically proficient, consistently follow 
poor sentence organization practices , creating virtually-unreadable abstracts (Gopan & Swan, 
1990) .  Finally, the length and form of abstracts vary widely across subject areas and 
especially across languages. When it comes to automatically translating abstracts, the 
difficulties become even more obvious.  Anyone who has ever used BabelFish (tm) to translate 
an abstract into their  preferred language knows the poor readability and ambiguities in the 
resulting text. 
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Figure 2: Proposed solution to NDLTD cross-language problem 

  
2. THE NDLTD CROSS-LANGUAGE PROBLEM  
 
The Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD, 2005) contains metadata 
for about 200,000 (ETDs).  Table 1  shows a language breakdown for part of the collection, as 
of July 2005 (Saskia van Acker, personal communication, July 12, 2005). 
 
Table 1: Language Breakdown for NDLTD 
Language Number 
English 123,696 
Portuguese 11434 
German 4131 
French 3868 
Spanish 1561 
Chinese  1463 
Catalan 804 
Swedish 348 
Dutch 21 
Norwegian 6 
Danish 6  
Finnish 2 
Unclassified  19579 
Total 166919 
 
Thus there now are well over 23,000 non-English theses and dissertations that English-
speakers might wish to read. As more universities around the globe participate in NDLTD, 
there will be tens of thousands of additional works.  Further, those who prefer to use languages 
other than English would appreciate access to English ETDs from their native language. Given 
the size of the average dissertation, however, researchers might have trouble determining if 
one of these dissertations is relevant to their research.  Our hypothesis is that automatically 
generated and translated concept maps could aid researchers in making relevance judgments 
for ETDs. 
 
3. FEASIBILITY OF USING CONCEPT MAPS AS A CROSS-LANGUAGE TOOL 
 
To test the hypothesis that concept maps can be a better summary than an abstract, both for 
one language and across  languages, we conducted an initial experiment.  We used concept 
maps drawn by experts, to see if s tudents could identify relevant papers.  The concept maps 
were based on the full text of the papers, so they might contain information not in the abstract.  
The experiment had a mono-lingual (English-only) component and a cross-lingual (Spanish to 
English) component.  Users were given four relevance tasks (two for mono-lingual and two for 
cross-lingual).  For all four tasks users performed better when having concept maps in addition 
to abstracts.  The differences were only significant in 1 of the 4 cases however.  Users also 
reported that having the concept map available in their language was significantly more helpful 
than just having the abstract (Richardson & Fox, 2005).   
 
4. AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF CONCEPT MAPS 
 
We have experimented with automatically producing concept maps using associations 
between words in the documents.  We evaluated several techniques to find the associations, 
including t-scores, association rules (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 1993), mutual information 
(Hindle, 1990), and the Dice co-efficient (Frakes & Baeza-Yates, 1992). Below is an example 
of some phrases extracted from the thesis “How Politics and Culture Affected the Designs of 
the U.S. Space Shuttle and the Soviet Buran” by Stephen Garber.   
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Table 2: Top eight relations from a masters thesis, using association rules, t-
scores, mutual information, and Dice coefficient . 

Association 
rules 

t-score Mutual Information Dice coefficient 

NASA <> 
transportation 

Energiya<>buran interview<> 
stephen_garber 

military_characterization<> 
reluctant_support 

NASA <> option interview<> 
stephen_garber 

range<>capability military_characterization<> 
military 

Shuttle <> 
U.S._space 

Range<>capability johnson<>soviet_year joseph_P<>hopkin 

buran <- energiya NASA<>shuttle energiya<>buran blueprint<>misleading 
soviet <> 
space_technology 

Cross<>range cross<>range myriad_american<>blueprint 

soviet <> 
aviation_week 

Stephen_garber<> 
November 

izvestiya<>december soviet_figures<>chronology 

space <> station Johnson<>soviet_year flying<>december julian_E<>settings 
space <> 
transportation 

interview<>november yaroslav_golvanov<> 
december 

key<>soviet_bibliography 

 
As one can see from Table 2, the associations found by t-scores and association rules 
convey more general topics found in the paper.  Mutual information and Dice coefficient tend 
to find fixed phrases that occurred rarely in the paper.  We chose to concentrate on 
association rules for our automatic concept map generation.   
 
We experimented with three design layouts for concept maps.  The first is a whole document 
map, which draws a single concept map of the entire document.  The second is a chapter-level 
map, which uses the same algorithm to draw a map of each chapter.  The third type is a table-
of-contents map, which uses the dissertation’s own table of contents as a skeleton of the map, 
and then embellishes it with additions found with associa tion rules. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3: Table of contents map of thesis "How Politics and Culture 
Affected the Design of the U.S. Space Shuttle and the Soviet Buran", 
chapter 3. 

We conducted an experiment to determine which of the three designs users preferred.  Users 
significantly preferred the table-of-contents layout over the other two.  Details can be fo und in 
(Richardson & Fox, 2005). 
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We automatically generated concept maps for 50 ETDs from Virginia Tech and 91 theses 
from Universidad de Las Américas in Puebla, Mexico.  The English ETDs have concepts maps 
in both the chapter-level and table-of-contents formats.  The Spanish ETDs have concept 
maps in the chapter-level format (table-of-contents information was not available for these 
ETDs).  Our website shows these concept maps, in addition to abstracts and full text 
(http://www.dlib.vt.edu/~ryanr/cm_demo) .  
 

 
Figure 4: ETD concept map browser interface 

 
5. AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION OF CONCEPT MAPS 
The next step for using automatically generated concept maps is  to be able to automatically 
translate them well enough so that an end-user will find them useful.  Since concept maps need 
not have natural flowing text like an abstract, we feel this is a more realistic goal than 
translating abstracts.  Toward this end we are currently implementing a phrase-extraction and 
translation tool along the lines of (López-Ostenero, Gonzalo, & Verdejo, 2004), using a 
statistical test found in (Evans & Zhai, 1996).  It uses an English and Spanish comparable 
corpus which was derived from ETD collections at Virginia Tech and UDLA.  It also uses a 
lexicon developed at the University of Maryland, to create a Markov model of phrases for 
English and Spanish.  To test the phrase translation, we plan to use the collection of 20,000 
concept maps at the Institute of  Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) (Cañas, 2005) at 
http://ihmc.us/.  This collection consists of concept maps in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and 
Italian. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
Due to the proliferation of  ETDs in multiple languages available via NDLTD, the problem of 
finding useful information in dissertations that one cannot read will only become more important 
over time.  We have preliminary results indicating that concept maps could be a useful 
summarization for ETDs, both in the mono-lingual and cross-lingual case.  W e have tested 
three styles of automatically generated concept maps.  Now we are concentrating on the next 
step of the process, which is automatically translating concept maps, first on hand-drawn 
concept maps and later on automatically-generated ones.   
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